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The award-winning design firm of Baker Design Group provides a 

range of outstanding commercial and residential decorating and 

design services to the DFW, Houston and Austin areas. Under the 

direction of owner and principle designer Linda Baker, the design 

team applies sensible, functional and innovative methods to their trade 

resulting in sophisticated styles that truly withstand the test of time.

Baker Design Group demonstrated their highly regarded skill set 

when they unveiled the newly renovated Rangers Executive Suite 

for client, Nix Patterson and Roach, in time to open the 2011 

baseball season! Designers of the firm combined old and new 

legends in the original custom art pieces mixing comfort with 

beauty while integrating style and pride. The dramatic expressions 

incorporated while preparing a celebrity oasis with Hollywood 

appeal at the Ritz-Carlton suite for Super Bowl XLV made for a 

glamorous weekend for all the celebrity attendees. Baker Design 

Group also served up a relaxing and lush environment for urban 

dwellers at the popular Frisco Bar; but for a more intimate setting, 

this team also designs and creates dazzling residential bar and 

media rooms from the ground up. Delivering the ideal nursery 

every mom-to-be dreams of sharing with their newborn; sensible 

attention is paid to create a room that can easily translate from an 

early story book life into a creative design that will grow with your 

child. Adults won’t feel left out as this team knows how to deliver 

a master suite, the perfect place to escape from a hectic day.

From office to homes; retail locations to commercial facilities and 

entertainment headquarters, Baker Design Group has built a 

solid reputation for consistently delivering phenomenal designs 

from concept to completion. Whether your style is clean, modern, 

transitional, or traditional, the firm’s passion to transform your 

space will translate into the sense of luxury and functionality you 

desire. Live or work in the DFW, Austin or Houston area? 

Consider Baker Design Group when it comes to delivering the 

total package. This design team is guaranteed to change the way 

you live and work!

(FROM LEFT TO RIGHT) Cathi Simkins, Heather Mattox, Linda Baker (principle designer), Lindy Jo Crutchfield and Taci Foster.

“ I love what I do 
every day, and that’s 
pretty spectacular.”

               –linda baker, owner
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